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WHAT IS PARENTING EDUCATION-I?

Parenting education efforts can focus on specific child-rearing skills to enhance 

parent-child interaction, such as appropriate and recommended discipline practices, 

or on more general subjects, such as understanding child growth and development at 

a particular stage of a child’s development or how to promote a child’s physical and 

emotional health. The goals and objectives of parenting education programs may 

encompass a variety of parent and child outcomes. Parenting education is also 

delivered in a variety of places and by a range of professionals and paraprofessionals 

with differing levels of preparation. (Zepeda et al., 2004, p. 10). 

Zepeda, M., Varela, F., and Morales, A. (2004). Promoting positive parenting practices through parenting education. In N. Halfon, T. Rice, and M. 

Inkelas (Eds.), Building state early 87 childhood comprehensive systems series, No. 13. Los Angeles: UCLA National Center for Infant and Early 

Childhood Health Policy.



Daly, M., R. Bray, Z. Bruckauf, J. Byrne, A. Margaria, N. Pec´nik, and M. Samms-Vaughan (2015). Family and Parenting Support: Policy 

and Provision in a Global Context, Innocenti Insight, UNICEF Office of Research, Florence.

WHAT IS PARENTING EDUCATION-II?



WHAT IS PARENTING EDUCATION-III?

Daly, M., R. Bray, Z. Bruckauf, J. Byrne, A. Margaria, N. Pec´nik, and M. Samms-Vaughan (2015). Family and Parenting Support: Policy 

and Provision in a Global Context, Innocenti Insight, UNICEF Office of Research, Florence.

Should our parenting programmes be child-focused or parent-focused or parent-child focused or family-focused or community-

focused?



WHAT IS POSITIVE PARENTING? [PARENT-CHILD FOCUSED]

“Positive parenting is the continual relationship of (a) parent(s) and 

(a) child (children) that includes caring, teaching, leading, 

communicating, and providing for the needs of a child consistently 

and unconditionally” A. Seay, W. M. Freysteinson and J. McFarlane, 

‘Positive Parenting’ (2014). 

What are the critical needs?

What affects consistency and unconditionality?

The concept of positive parenting is raised by Ignacio Socias Piarnau Director International Federation for Family Development 

(IFFD) [ www.iffd.org and www.familyperspective.org in a paper at UNDESA Expert meeting titled Positive parenting: concept 

and applications for Focus on modalities for International Year of the Family (IYF)+30 (to be held in May 2024)

http://www.iffd.org/
http://www.familyperspective.org/
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GLOBAL POLICY PLAYERS

It is important to note that the UN System has a process of thinking of family through UNDESA  of the UN DISD by focusing on 

the Annual International Day of Families (IYF), to be +30 by 2024 –a critical resource Globally, Regionally and Nationally for policy.



2022 Report of the UN Secretary-General on the Observation of the IYF 2022 No: A/77/61–E/2022/4

https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N21/350/40/PDF/N2135040.pdf?OpenElement

71. Alarmingly, overuse of new technologies has been associated with some negative impacts on family well-being,

especially children’s physical and mental health, ranging from obesity, sleep deprivation and addiction to privacy

issues, cyberbullying and overall screen fatigue. There are signs of compromised family cohesion owing to conflicts

arising from the overexposure to technologies of children and adolescents.

74. Digital tools for parenting education can be of help in this regard. Technology can serve both as a vehicle for

assisting families in learning how to choose appropriate technologies for children and as a tool for the delivery of

parenting education within the context of a virtual environment. Parents need support in building an

understanding of the healthy use of media by their children, especially for purposes of learning and expressing

creativity, and as regards developing an awareness of potential areas of conflict and possible solutions to such

conflicts. Technology can help facilitate the formation and delivery of the content of parenting education. Well-

informed parents can, in turn, contribute to social cohesion at family and society levels

PARENTING EDUCATION/
POSITIVE PARENTING AT A GLOBAL LEVEL

https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N21/350/40/PDF/N2135040.pdf?OpenElement


PARENTING EDUCATION/
POSITIVE PARENTING AT A GLOBAL LEVEL

2021 Report of the UN Secretary-General on the Observation of the IYF 2021 No: A/76/61–E/2021/4 

https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N20/328/34/PDF/N2032834.pdf?OpenElement

88. Parenting education should be seen as an investment in children’s well-being, and parenting

programmes should address a variety of parenting practices, including child-parent communication and

support. Evidence-based effectiveness of programmes, and the cultural context, should guide the choice

for programme transfer and adoption. It is also important to translate national policies to local levels,

without decreasing their effectiveness, through collaborations between central and local government

and other stakeholders, such as academia and non-governmental organizations. Moreover, it is

important to encourage the participation of parents and caregivers in parenting education programmes

through school-caregiver communication and public media campaigns informing the public of the

benefits of positive parenting and positive discipline.

https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N20/328/34/PDF/N2032834.pdf?OpenElement


NATIONAL POLICY FRAMEWORK

Although I have included in the mind map the Ministry of Labour and Social Protection, behind the Technical Working Group on 

National Policy & parenting is KICD as a member.  The implementation matrix proposes a multisectoral implementation Team



PARENTING EDUCATION/
POSITIVE PARENTING AT A GLOBAL LEVEL

2020 Report of the UN Secretary-General on the Observation of the IYF 2020 No: A/75/61E/2020/4

https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N19/386/02/PDF/N1938602.pdf?OpenElement

78. Investments in family-oriented policies and programmes contribute to poverty reduction

and investment in human capital. Families are also widely regarded as enablers of social

protection; ensuring intergenerational solidarity and investing in families as the natural

environment for children is therefore often seen as the best social protection strategy.

80. There is a growing realization that improving work-family balance for women and men

helps in achieving gender equality. Positive developments in that area include expanded

parental leave regulations, providing longer maternity leaves and investing more in childcare

provisions. Nevertheless, more needs to be done, especially in low-income countries.

https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N19/386/02/PDF/N1938602.pdf?OpenElement


CBE: WHAT IS PARENTING EMPOWERMENT AND 
ENGAGEMENT (PE&E)?

▪ Empowerment: Building the capacity of parents to actively nurture learners’ potential by

enhancing their knowledge, skills, attitudes and practices (KICD, Guidelines on PE&E (pg. iv)).

Strategies include (1) Training (roles) (2) Advocacy (parental involvement) (3) Resources

(provision) KICD,Guidelines on PE&E (pg.6-20)).

▪ Engagement: Provision of activities and opportunities that foster positive parent-learner

connections, thereby enhancing learners’ competencies. (KICD, Guidelines on PE&E (iv)).

Strategies include (1) Participatory decision making (2) Communication and collaboration (3)

Learning and development process (child’s milestones) (4) Resourcing, volunteering and linkages

(own + other networks for resources) KICD, Guidelines on PE&E (pg.21-37)). [PARENT-

CHILD FOCUSED]
potential by enhancing/ positive parent-learner connections? = know thy child while knowing thyself

Implies – with a global village + move from traditional support system = get skills & ideas on how-to!



PARENTING EMPOWERMENT AND ENGAGEMENT 
(PE&E) ANCHOR?

• The Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC -1990) 

• The African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child (1999)

• The Constitution of Kenya (CoK 2010)

• Basic Education Act, 2013

• The Sessional Paper No.1 of 2019 on Reforming Education and Training

• Basic Education Curriculum Framework (BECF -2016)

While the anchor includes COK 2010 Article 45 – other developments of the policy process by the 

Ministry of Labor and social protection are key….



2005 1st Africa Family 
Congress – resulting to a 
Coalition  - Voice of the 

Family in Africa

2014 1st IDF 
Collaboration 

between Ministry & 
those on the Family

May 2015

IDF with HE the First Lady

Family Policy is mentioned

Sept 2015

• TWG 
Sept15-Apr2017-
Draft Policy to  

Cabinet

Apr2017 –Aug2018 
Engagement & 

UNDESA Support

Aug2018

Cabinet Memo with 
Suggestions

Aug-Dec2018 TWG 
Work on 

Cabinet/AG input

Dec 6th /2018 
Stakeholder 
Engagement

Feb 6-7th 2019-
TWG Consolidation 

of Feedback

April23-26 UNDESA 
Stakeholder Forum at 

Strathmore

Apr-Sept2019 
Consolidation of 
UNDESA input –

mainly SDGs

Sept2019

Finalization of & 
Validation of the 

Policy

Sept2019, Seeking 
further support from 

UNDESA

Nov2019 Ministry 
Retreat on Matrix

December 4-62019 
Implementation 

Workshop UN Gigiri
supported by 

UNDESA

December 2019 & 
February 2022 Cabinet 

Memo, awaiting Approval

NATIONAL POLICY ON FAMILY PROMOTION AND PROTECTION - PROCESS



DRAFT NATIONAL POLICY ON FAMILY PROMOTION 
AND PROTECTION (NPFPP) (2017-2022)

3.1 Marriage

3.2 Parenting

3.3 Religion and Culture

3.4 Family Education

3.5 Family Health

3.6 Economy

3.7 Vulnerability and Social Protection

3.8 Media and Technology

3.9 Family Safety &  Security

3.10 Environment

The Constitution of Kenya Chapter 4, Article 

45 recognizes the family as the natural 

and fundamental unit of society and 

the necessary basis of social order and 

should therefore enjoy the recognition 

and protection of the State. 

Vision:  “happy and stable families for a strong society”

Mission: “To promote and protect families through innovative 

policies, strategies, programmes, projects and services that 

strengthen society”

The gap in Articles 45 (2 and 3 and 4) is the focus on the Marriage Act (2012) (on the conduct of marriages and on a need for

registration) and the Matrimonial Property Act (2013) (focus on wealth sharing when in conflict). The key outcome of NPFPP every 5

years is to be progressive thus a State of the Family Report



DRAFT NATIONAL POLICY ON FAMILY PROMOTION 
AND PROTECTION (NPFPP) (2017-2022)

1. Marriage (+ 6 Policy Interventions): promote, encourage and protect a culture of marriage 

2. Parenting (+ 7 Policy Interventions) : 

1. To promote and appreciate equal parental responsibility at home and in the public sphere

2. To foster healthy and respectful family relationships by improving skills and knowledge of parents.

3. To Enhance parents’ ability and capability to protect children from exposure to, and participation in 

activities that may be detrimental to their physical, emotional, psychological, moral, spiritual and intellectual 

well-being.  

3. Religion and Culture (+ 6 Policy Interventions): To promote positive religious and cultural practices

Key outcome every 5 years – State of the Family Report



DRAFT NATIONAL POLICY ON FAMILY PROMOTION 
AND PROTECTION (NPFPP) (2017-2022)

4. Family Education: To Promote family education to enhance capabilities for stronger family relations and cohesion 

(+ 8 Policy Interventions)

5. Health: To enhance and promote the highest attainable standard of health care for families. (+ 8 Policy Interventions)

6. Economy: To promote family wellbeing through social economic initiatives (+ 10 Policy Interventions)

7. Vulnerability and Social Protection: To promote and provide  social protection to cushion vulnerable families (+ 8 

Policy Interventions)

8. Media & Technology: To enhance and promote responsible and supportive media to the family institution (+ 3 

Policy interventions)

9. Family Safety & Security: To promote the safety and security of every member of the family (+ 5 Policy 

interventions)

10. Environment: To promote a clean, healthy and sustainable environment for families. (+4 Policy interventions)

Key outcome every 5 years – State of the Family Report



DRAFT NATIONAL POLICY ON FAMILY PROMOTION AND
PROTECTION (NPFPP)

PARENTING THEMATIC AREA (ALL INTERVENTIONS):

▪ Promote strategies and programs that reinforce a positive culturally relevant role of men, women, youth and 

children in safeguarding the well-being of their families.

▪ Promote the development and implementation of National Guidelines on Parenting.

▪ Promote, design and implement parenting education programmes.

▪ Promote policies that will favour harmonization between work and family.

▪ Encourage and invest in programmes that will facilitate the interaction between the different generations in a 

family.

▪ Promote and strengthen alternative family care mechanisms and support measures for family placement of 

all children in need thereof.

▪ Provide and promote the establishment of recreational facilities in communities to enhance family 

interaction

Key outcome every 5 years – State of the Family Report



• Promote and encourage direct parental/guardian involvement in the socialization process of children 

• Sensitize and empower caregivers to provide family education to those under their care  

• Design and enhance family enrichment programs with the family and community institutions 

• Promote and develop age-appropriate family education programs, networks and initiatives

• Provide opportunities for individual members of the family to identify and nurture talent and intellectual 

potential

• Promote and establish resource centres for promoting family education and networking

• Document best practices on family enrichment and education Initiatives.

• Sensitize and create awareness in families and communities on guidance and counselling 

Key outcome every 5 years – State of the Family Report

DRAFT NATIONAL POLICY ON FAMILY PROMOTION AND
PROTECTION (NPFPP)

FAMILY EDUCATION THEMATIC AREA (ALL INTERVENTIONS)



DRAFT NATIONAL POLICY ON FAMILY PROMOTION AND
PROTECTION (NPFPP)

FAMILY SAFETY AND SECURITY (ALL INTERVENTIONS)

• Sensitize and educate families on their rights and relevant laws on family security and access to justice.

• Promote and encourage peaceful coexistence within the family

• Promote the speedy conclusion of cases of family violence.

• Develop programmes to address and minimise family conditions that would lead to violence.

• Promote and strengthen alternative dispute resolution (ADR) mechanisms for family cases except for 

criminal cases.

Key outcome every 5 years – State of the Family Report
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URBAN EXPERIENCES

▪ Since 2001 Strathmore has utilized the International Federation for Family Development’s

(IFFD) (https://iffd.org/programs/) and (https://familyperspective.org/about-us/) family

enrichment case studies designed to match the different stages of child development; real

situations are first analyzed by small teams and then discussed in general sessions conducted

by experts as moderators. These programs aim to prevent conflicts and violence within the

family environment and promote better communication and intergenerational solidarity –

see video clip https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kLouC2cjVJM&t=78s

▪ A case study on work-family balance has been provided for your reading and discussion after

this session.This case is part of FIVE of the Married Love course.

https://iffd.org/programs/
https://familyperspective.org/about-us/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kLouC2cjVJM&t=78s


URBAN EXPERIENCES – IFFD/PFD COURSES

Maisha or as it is called global personal project targets young professionals. In the University we have 

developed Maisha@UNI for University students and Alive to the World Books for primary+high.



URBAN 
EXPERIENCES –

WORLD CLOUD 
ON MARRIAGE 
RELATED 2013-

2019 DATA – 8792 
RESPONSES

Every session ends with an evaluation by participants on what lessons were learnt. From the 

summary we observe from a marital perspective key is communication.



URBAN 
EXPERIENCES –

WORLD CLOUD 
ON PARENTING 
RELATED 2013-

2019 DATA – 8792 
RESPONSES

Every session ends with an evaluation by participants on what lessons were learnt. From the 

summary we observe from a parenting perspective of all courses key is children needs.



THEORY OF CHANGE TOWARDS SEMI-URBAN/RURAL 
EXPERIENCES

1. Utilise Aristotle through on virtue – virtue = good habits -VBE

2. Good habits require a united family (man + woman) as an ideal – their unity is mediated

by the fact of money-making – thus critical to anchor discussions on the work-family

balance question.

3. While as an African society aspects of virtues + VBE + relationships were dealt with by a

strong social support system through the extended family, the reality of urbanization and

a need for jobs/money requires a new intervention – the intervention can work through

schools.

4. So, incorporate in whatever way a long-program approach (urban) or short-program

approach (rural + boarding schools that can deal with the idea of good habits (virtues)

development and communication /work-family balance in doses over the years.



COUNTRY-WIDE SEMI-URBAN/RURAL EXPERIENCES



Copyright, Centre for Research on Organizations Work & Family, Africa Data Analytics Centre &  Program for Family Development

COVID-19 2020 COUNTRYWIDE SURVEY 
27th APRIL – 30TH MAY 2020

State of 
families

Marital Unity 
of Couples

Amount of 
time spent in 

various 
activities daily

Psycho-social 
related issues

Parenting 
aspects

Type of Family

Respondents 

(1,011 

respondents)

Married Couples 

(65%)

Husband 45%

Wife 37%

Jointly (Husband 

& wife) 8%

Did not fill the 

question 10%

Single Parents 

(6%)

Single Mother 80%

Single Father 12%

Did not fill the 

question 8%

Unmarried 

professionals 

(29%)

Unmarried male 35%

Unmarried female 50%

Did not fill the 

question 15%



Copyright, Centre for Research on Organizations Work & Family, Africa Data Analytics Centre &  Program for Family Development

3,92

7,30
7,78 7,62

5,79 5,53

6,93

3,63

6,16

Average of I find
it a challenge to
communication
with my spouse

Average of I
maintain a

healthy family-
work balance

Average of We
have a mutual
understanding

with each other

Average of We
take an active

part in the family
growth, in terms

of investment
and financial

prudence.

Average of Our
use of technology

improves our
relationship

Average of We
set aside time for

each other
everyday

Average of I am
happy with our

intimacy

Average of I find
it a challenge to

relate with
relatives and in-

laws

Average of We
adhere to a

family schedule

COVID-19 2020 COUNTRYWIDE SURVEY 27th APRIL 
– 30TH MAY 2020 Marital-related feedback (Summary)



Copyright, Centre for Research on Organizations Work & Family, Africa Data Analytics Centre &  Program for Family Development

COVID-19 2020 COUNTRYWIDE SURVEY 27th APRIL 
– 30TH MAY 2020 Parenting feedback (Summary)

9,17

7,64 7,63

8,87
8,17

7,57

8,36 8,59

7,60
7,14

Average of I am
active in the life of
my child(children):

Average of I have
control over my

child's(Children's)
use of technology:

Average of I am
managing the

anxieties of my
child(children):

Average of There is
harmony between
my child(children)

and I:

Average of I
understand my
child/children:

Average of I am
managing my

child's(children's)
emotions:

Average of I am
taking care of
his/her/their

spiritual
nourishment and

growth:

Average of
They/He/She obey

my authority.

Average of I engage
with my

adolescent/teenage
child:

Average of I handle
the issue of drugs,
social media and

internet addiction
appropriately with
my child/children:



SEMI-URBAN/RURAL EXPERIENCES
PROJECT TAI – KITUI 10 SCHOOLS

SOME FINDINGS

From the experience of key issues of communication (in marriage) and children (needs) and the global policy focus on work-family

balance/technology/PFD/IFFD 2006-2019 experiences, country-wide concerns and the fact of limited time of parents engagement in schools

settled on 3 topics on parental engagement.

1. 50% of schools had challenges in drug and substance abuse (this tends tocontradict point 5 above)

2. There was a 60% challenge in student use of Internet

3. 60% of schools had challenges in encouraging parents to pay school fees on time

4. 90% of schools had peer pressure challenges

5. 50% of schools had challenges in getting parental support

6. Training to parents can be improved: a) having more parents trainings; developing an online platform for 

parents to communicate challenges and be trained; train parents on communication:Training should insist on: 

communicating with language relevant to context;developing online platform with materials for parents; 

training parents on communication (with teachers and students); responsibilities of parents in paying fees; 

helping teenagers to handle peer pressure; assisting parents to help their teenagers handle drug and 

substance abuse
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PARENTING ENGAGEMENT FRAMEWORK 
RATIONALE

1. It is observed that the strategies of KICD’s parental empowerment and engagement will be

achieved if training (strategy1 on empowerment and strategy3 (learning and development) on

engagement ). All other strategies of empowerment (strategy2-advocacy/strategy3-resourcing

and those of engagement (strategy1participatory decision making/strategy2 communication

and collaboration/strategy4-resourcing, volunteering and linkages) are a consequence of

achieving training of parenting. The meetings organized for parents can have a session or two

to inculcate ideas of the others.

2. Parent-child focused and where necessary case studies or case scenarios

3. Ensure topics focused on key communication issues in families – work/family balance; children’s

needs at different ages and on the person of the parent to reflect on his/her temperament

/personality – an element of self-leadership.

4. Embark on impacting these based on the ages of the children



SCHEMA FOR PARENTING ENGAGEMENT 
FRAMEWORK - I

Dimension Age 5 and 6 Age 7 Age 8 Age 9

Character

Heredity and 

temperament; 

helping children 

with special needs

Availability in 

the home and 

teaching self-

giving

Challenges facing 

society in values 

and sensitivity 

(youth and adults)

Educating 

youth in 

games, social 

media and tv

Self-

awareness 

and 

leadership

Child development 

and process of 

self-awareness

Communicatio

n with 

children and 

wife

Development of 

self-discipline 

(personal effective 

habits)

Exercising 

authority in 

marriage

Work-life 

balance

Role of parents in 

family 

environment

Time 

management 

and economic 

challenges

Managing finance 

and availability

Spending 

time with 

each other 

(couples)

Dimension Age 10 Age 11 Age 12 Age 13

Character

Characters of 

children and 

helping in 

emotional 

balance

Educating 

children in 

sexuality 

(developmen

tal issues 1)

Educating 

adolescents in 

use of time, 

social media 

and other 

technologies 

(2)

Educating 

youth in self-

identity, 

character, and 

personal 

image

Self-

awareness 

and 

leadership

Educating 

children in 

practical 

relationships: our 

role in forming 

friends and social 

development

Emotional 

intelligence 

Importance of 

personal 

reading, rest, 

and leisure

Role of 

coaches and 

mentors 

(personal and 

children)

Work-life 

balance

Home and 

professional life 

(challenges and 

opportunities)

Psychological 

conflicts and 

home and 

possible 

solutions

Mutual 

understanding 

in marriage

Exercising 

authority and 

responsibility 

with values



SCHEMA FOR PARENTING ENGAGEMENT 
FRAMEWORK - II

Dimension Age 15 Age 16 Age 17 Age 18

Character

Educating 

youth in 

sexual 

identity(2)

Personality opportunities 

and challenges in late 

teenage hood

Training the teenager 

on magnanimity and 

civic 

consciousness(voting 

and rights)

Educating the youth in 

investments and 

responsibilities

Self-awareness 

and leadership

Importance 

of outings 

and values

Educating on throw away 

culture and 

values(Cultural)

Review of leisure, free 

time, and 

development of other 

skills

Mid-life crisis and 

overcoming these

Work-life 

balance

Promoting 

spiritual 

feeling

Challenges and 

opportunities of living 

together when children 

are transitioning to living 

out of the home

Entrepreneurship and 

other similar ventures Availability in the family
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INTROSPECTION……

1. Urban v/s rural? Case studies + case scenario thoughts?

2. Any thoughts on empowerment v/s engagement and related KICD strategies – will the

proposed parenting engagement framework suffice?What can change?

3. Can the universities lead in evaluation and study to demonstrate impact?

4. Can the universities utilize this process to contribute to the five-yearly State of the Family

report?

5. Can the universities participate in the national annual International Day of Families (IYF) – 15th

May to enable an ongoing policy brief and ensure the national report contributes to the Global

UN report submitted by the General Secretary of the UN every 15th May?



QUESTIONS IN RELATION TO THE CASE STUDY ON 
BALANCING WORK AND FAMILY

1. Do you think the case can facilitate tackling marriage related issues for urban population

marriage-related – recall communication being fundamental? Would it be exhaustive? Would

this cate for single parents?

2. What aspects of it can be tweaked for a Rural setting population?

3. Would the case manage to handle self-leadership issues? Is it exhaustive? What aspects of self-

leadership from both the man and woman perspective are key to solving urban related and

rural-related challenges?

4. The case raises the needs of raising teen girls.. Would this facilitate appreciating the needs of

teens (both boys and girls), how else can the case be tweaked to cater for all needs of children

based on all the ages of children at the basic education level?



Questions…..???




